not always gave the smile of assurance, but the Portland man has an unexplained reputation. In Philadelphia we have the special aid of a Mayor ability to preserve that spirit of peace. Mayor Vreeland stands against the corrupt way, but he remains to be seen. The smile will be more of an asset.

Rising Sun Destroyed.

Washington, May 21.— Minister Graham of the Senate reported that the Rising Sun, a ship of war which was lost in the battle for the South, has been found by the American bottoms. The Rising Sun was armed with forty guns and was valued at $500,000. It is said that the Japanese squadron was overwhelmed.

Disease in New York.

New York, May 21.— The Vegetable Bureau has issued a warning to the public against vegetable diseases. The agency has found that many vegetables are being sold with disease symptoms.

Controversial News.

Get ready to hit the town on the Tele and Clark Expedition, as it is expected to arrive in Portland today. The party consists of sixty men, women, and children, and is expected to stay in the city for several days.

Commemorations.

Governor Meeker of Oregon has declared a day of mourning for the dead of the Civil War, and has issued a proclamation to the people of the state. The day will be observed with appropriate ceremonies.

E. C. Dorado

Tongsonal Parlor

P. B. Hoyt, Prop.

A. J. Hoyt, Manager

Consolidated Furniture
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To Whom It May Concern.

We are pleased to inform you that we have new stock of furniture and home furnishings. We have selected the finest and most durable materials for our products, and we guarantee the quality of our workmanship.

Ripon, Oregon
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Doctors find A Good Prescription for mankind.